Differences and similarities between ‘Australian Newspapers’ (original blue standalone interface)
and the Australian Newspapers zone in Trove (Green interface) 1 November 2010.
Similarities:




Content is identical in both versions.
Text correction, tagging, commenting histories and rankings in your profile are identical in both
versions and will remain so (though history and ranking tables display differently in Trove).
Text correction is exactly the same in both versions.

Differences: New features available in Trove only, not the Blue standalone version:







































Able to link to a related resource, inside or outside of Trove, by putting a web address into the
comments.
Able to view comments on newspaper articles added over a selected period (from home page of
Trove).
Able to view recent comments on newspaper articles, added by anyone (from home page of Trove).
Able to view your own comments by date added (from home page or profile).
Able to search across public tags added by anyone (home page of Trove)
Able to view tags by date added (your own and others). From home page and profile.
Able to view your own private and public tags separately (rather than having them all together). From
profile or home page.
Commas and parenthesis can now be included in tags.
Easier to delete your own tags and comments.
If using Firefox a spellchecker is instigated on tags and comments.
Line break can be included in comments.
Tag clouds all display in alpha order.
Tag clouds load quicker because performance is improved and they are restricted to the top 3000
tags (rather than all tags).
Tag result list (from clicking on a Tag) now looks like a search result list and is easy to view and
navigate.
View most recent corrections from the home page of Trove by clicking ‘recent corrections’.
‘Cite this’ button has been added.
‘Send to’ links to pages and articles to del.i.cious, twitter, Connotea, Facebook, Digg.
Article conversion to PDF is quicker.
You can download the full-text of newspaper articles (form cite this box).
User forum to communicate with other users (accessible from top right of Trove home page).
Add useful articles to a list. Lists can be private or public and you can add further descriptions and
order the list. You can also add websites not in Trove, e.g. your family history, or other resources
from within Trove, e.g. Photographs, to the list.
Captcha improved.
Improvements to the registration and login process.
Able to see your own text correction ranking place in the complete list of text correctors (from profile).
You can change registered e-mail address yourself (in your Trove profile).
Your profile is more obvious when logged in since it is now labelled ‘view your profile’.
Advanced search screen has search button at top and bottom of page.
Any limits applied are shown by the search box (so you can easily remove them).
You can search for hyphenated names e.g. jones-smith.
Able to easily see which items you have already viewed in the results lists because the link will
change colour.
Display and wording of articles in processing ‘coming soon’ improved.
Keyword search now searches across original OCR text, edited text, tags and comments (instead of
just OCR text). This means the search results rankings are different in Trove to the blue version.
See related items to your search result (for other item types in Trove).
Be alerted to the arrival of new newspaper content via RSS Feeds (on new titles, new issues,
articles in processing). Use the square orange icon to subscribe.
Can see total number of newspapers lines corrected by checking Trove public stats:
http://trove.nla.gov.au/system/stats?env=prod (From home page click number by ‘resources total’,
then click ‘Trove activity stats’ at bottom of page).

